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Growing HFHI’s volunteer base to include long term Millennial champions

Principle

Millennials prefer making a tangible impact for
a social cause by helping people, not
institutions
▪

Current areas that
need Improvement

▪
▪

Lack of channels to facilitate meaningful relationships within HFHI
groups
Absence of apparatus to gauge volunteer impact
Narrow “labor intensive” branding restricts potential volunteers

Happitat: mobile application that addresses the above problems by:
• Offering integrated communication channels to foster relations

Solution:
Happitat

App Functionalities

App Implementation Plan

2

• Providing objective milestones, visuals, and rewards for volunteers to track their
project journey
• Expanding the HFHI brand to be inclusive of volunteers with various interests and
skillsets
▪ Visualized progress tracking of project completions
▪ Options for multiple donations
▪ Searching for projects based on interests and skillsets
▪ Text/video messaging and social media connection

New millennial volunteers will increase through social media promotion and
enhanced brand image.
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Feature 1: Connecting volunteers, future homeowners, and HFHI executives

Millennials feel most invested in a cause when a compelling story
about the people it helps is clear.2
•
•
•

PEOPLE : name, age, hometown, occupation
PROJECTS : scope, time, cost, approach outline
PURPOSE : connect and bond through shared
human stories and experiences

•

CAUSES : match volunteer skills and other
resources to project needs
CHANNELS : private text and video messaging
amongst homeowners, project sponsor,
volunteers

SEARCH

•

CONNECT

•

ACT
2.A Generation of Causes: the Millennial Impact Project, 2015

CALL-TO-ACTION : volunteer screening,
registration, and future scheduling

Tangible Progress Tracking
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Feature 2: Gamifying volunteerism while rewarding and visualizing progress
Visualize project progress

Reward System

Moving forward

• Volunteers see how much
contribution has been made to
projects through impactful
graphics, visuals and diagrams

• Credit system for volunteers to
earn tokens after each stage of
project completion

• Volunteers receive feedback from
clients and executives while
reflecting on past projects and
looking forward to new projects

• Project-based donation model
encourages recurring
contributions (i.e. $10 in $500 to
$10 in $500 million)

• Recognition of achievements
unlocked (ex. sponsored
international volunteering trips
and increased autonomy for
future projects)

• Social media connection

promotes direct posting on social

media sites for friends to join in
on HFHI journey

HFHI project tracking and success stories are then spread by in-app postings to
Facebook, Instagram, and other social media sites.

Millennial volunteers are able to visualize
the actual growth of the project and see
the impact of their contributions.
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Feature 3: Growing HFHI’s branding to account for segmented interests
Research

Problem

Habitat enjoys relatively high awareness
(76%) , but relatively low intention to
support (16%)3

Approach

Whereas only 27% of people of prefer to
support Habitat’s Housing and Shelter
mission, 31% would support poverty
alleviation, & an additional 13% would
support economic development

Articulate constituent elements of HFHI
to identify differentiated roles for
volunteers to take on.

Mission

Segmented
Interests

• Provide Shelter
• Affordable Poverty
Housing
• Community
Development

• Housing and
Shelter (27%)
• Poverty (31%)
• Economic
Development (13%)

Differentiated
Roles
• Research
• Project manager
• Loan Manager
3 Habitat for Humanity Awareness and Attitude Study, 2016
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Developing Happitat will cost 0.025% of total donation revenue in 2015.4
Social media and communications

Social
media
Database and
backend

Dynamic/interactive
content

Total Cost
• Messaging
• Social sharing (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter)
• Contact info
Database and backend
Total Cost
• Content management system
• User administration
• Payment administration

$33,000
$16,500
$9,900
$6,600

Dynamic/interactive content
Total Cost
• Dynamic content
• Volunteer project list (task list)
• Dashboard and Search
• Custom User Interface

Total

4 Accenture Innovation Challenge Insight Deck, 2017

$7,425
$4,125
$2,475
$825

$25,163
$4,950
$2,888
$10,725
$6,600

$65,588
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Looking at a timeline for implementing our solution
Happitat will reach 5,000 millennial volunteers in 12 months time by:
●
●
●
●

Designing the app through research,development, and consolidation of existing databases
Utilizing social media to promote HFHI and attract more followers to download Happitat
Integrating Happitat and millennials’ experience during on-site volunteering
Implicit growth and popularity of app over time
Jan

App development
Design
Development
Quality Analysis
Social Media
Marketing
Drive followers
to download app
Paid Marketing
Organic Marketing
On-site Integration

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Connect.
Build meaningful
relationships with
homeowners

Have fun.

Grow.

Unlock achievements and
rewards along the way

Build a better world. Build a better you.
Download Happitat.

Build a better you.
Develop your
segmented skillsets.

